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Abstract

We study the minimum total weighted completion time problem on parallel ma-
chines, which is known to be strongly NP-hard. We develop general ideas leading
to exponential neighborhoods in which the best improving neighbor can be deter-
mined by calculating a maximum weighted matching of an improvement graph. In
a second step we introduce neighborhoods that form the base for the exponential
neighborhoods.
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1 Introduction

Many optimization problems in the practical world are computational in-
tractable. It would simply cost too much time to solve them to optimality.
Hence, there is need for a practical approach to solve such problems. A way
too achieve this is the development of heuristic (approximation) algorithms
that are able to find satisfying solutions within a reasonable amount of com-
putational time. In the literature concerning heuristic algorithms two different
classes can be distinguished. The first class of heuristic algorithms consists of
constructive algorithms. These algorithms build solutions by assigning values
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to one or more decision variables at a time. The second class are the im-
provement algorithms, that start with a feasible solution and iteratively try
to advance to a better solution. In this class, local search resp. neighborhood
search algorithms play a big role.

A local search heuristic starts, roughly spoken, with some solution and itera-
tively replaces the current solution by some solution in a neighborhood of this
solution. Thus, for a local search approach, a method for calculating an initial
solution, a neighborhood structure of a given solution and a method to select
a solution from the neighborhood of a given solution is needed.

The neighborhood structure of a given solution has an important influence
on the efficency of the local search heuristic. The structure determines the
navigation through the solution space during the iterations of the local search
method and the computation time of one iteration is affected by the choice
of the neighborhood structure as well. Therefore, one expects that the size of
the neighborhood has influence on the quality of the final solution of a local
search approach, because a larger neighborhood covers a bigger amount of
solutions and of course, affects the running time. So, there has to be found a
compromise between size, quality and running time.

A possible way to do this, is to restrict the neighborhood of a solution to
promising solutions, i.e. to solutions which may have a good objective value.
Another possibility is to develop efficient methods to find the best solution
in a given neighborhood, which is often an interesting optimization problem
itself.

In the last years, large-scale neighborhoods came into the picture. These large-
scale neighborhoods mostly contain an exponential number of solutions but
allow a polynomial exploration. A nice survey about large-scale neighborhood
techniques is given by Ahuja et al. [1]. They categorize large-scale neigh-
borhoods into three not necessarily distinct classes. Their first category of
neighborhood search algorithms consists of variable-depth methods. These al-
gorithms partially exploit exponential-sized neighborhoods using heuristics.
The second category consists of network flow based improvement algorithms.
These methods use network flow techniques to identify improving neighbors.
Finally, their third category consists of neighborhoods received by subclasses
or restrictions that can be solved in polynomial time.

In this work different approaches are presented for receiving efficiently search-
able large-scale neighborhoods for the problem of scheduling independent jobs
on parallel machines minimizing the weighted average completion time (using
the notation given by Graham et al. [5] this problem is denoted by P ||∑wjCj).
The neighborhoods consist mainly of matchings in a certain improvement
graph. Until now, neighborhoods based on matchings are mostly used for ap-
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proximating the traveling salesman problem and some vehicle routing prob-
lems, see Ahuja et al. [1]. According to the work of Ahuja et al. [1], the large-
scale neighborhoods presented in this work belong to the second category of
large-scale neighborhoods.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 a brief description of
the problems is given and some important notations are introduced. In Sec-
tion 3 several neighborhoods are introduced and examined for the problem
P ||∑wjCj.

2 Problem description

The problem of scheduling n jobs with processing times pj > 0 and weights
wj > 0 on m identical parallel machines without preemption is considered.
The goal is to find a solution minimizing the sum of weighted completion
times.

A solution of the problem consists of an assignment A : {1, . . . , n} →
{1, . . . , m} of the jobs to the machines and a vector S of starting times
(S1, . . . , Sn) of the jobs. The starting times S are called a feasible schedule
for the given assignment A, if and only if for all jobs that are processed on
the same machine no two jobs overlap, i.e.

either Sj ≥ Si + pi or Si ≥ Sj + pj

for all pairs i, j = 1, . . . , n with A(i) = A(j) and i �= j. We denote the
vector of completion times for the corresponding feasible schedule S by C, i.e.
Cj := Sj + pj for j = 1, . . . , n.

We are now interested in an assignment A of jobs to machines and a feasible
schedule S, such that the objective function

f(S) :=
n∑

j=1

wjCj (1)

is minimized. This problem is strongly NP-hard, as described in Lenstra et
al. [7] and problem [SS13] in Garey and Johnson [4], and thus computational
intractable. The proof can be done by a reduction from 3-Partition to instances
with pj = wj, showing that already P |pj = wj|∑wjCj is strongly NP-hard.
Furthermore, for two machines the problem is also NP-hard, but only in the
weak sense.

In the one machine case (m = 1), the resulting problem 1||∑wjCj is solvable
in polynomial time by sorting the jobs in order of non-increasing weight to
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processing time ratios
wj

pj
(Smith’s ratio, cf. Smith [8]). In the case of more

than one machine (m > 1), jobs scheduled on different machines are not
influencing each other. Moreover, the objective function

∑
wjCj splits up in

m separate parts for the m machines. Thus, if an assignment A of jobs to
machines is given, the problem decomposes into m independent single machine
problems and an optimal schedule S respecting this assignment can easily be
determined: order all jobs processed on the same machine by non-increasing
Smith’s ratio. Summarizing, the calculation of the optimal schedule belonging
to a given assignment A and the corresponding objective value f(A) can be
done in O (n log n) and in O (n) if already an ordering of the jobs according
to Smith’s ratio is given.

From now on we assume w.l.o.g. that the jobs are ordered according to Smith’s
ratio, i.e. w1

p1
≥ w2

p2
≥ . . . ≥ wn

pn
. Additionally, for two jobs j and k we say that

job j has a higher priority than job k, if j < k. Hence, jobs scheduled on the
same machine are always sorted by their priority. Furthermore, for a given
assignment A, we denote by Mik the job j which is processed as k-th job on
machine i. Using the processing orders M , the schedule S corresponding to a
given assignment A can be calculated by

SMi1
:= 0 and

SMi,j+1
:= SMij

+ pMij
for j = 1, . . . , ni − 1,

(2)

where ni denotes the number of jobs assigned to machine i. Based on the
above considerations, we may describe solutions of problem P ||∑wjCj by as-
signments A. We denote by f(A) the objective value of the schedule belonging
to assignment A.

3 Neighborhoods for P ||∑wjCj

In the following we introduce a general idea leading to neighborhoods of up
to exponential size for problem P ||∑wjCj . The basic principles presented
in the following are not only restricted to neighborhood search for problem
P ||∑wjCj but are also adoptable for similar problems, which have the prop-
erty, that the machines are independent (parallel); e.g. Q||∑wjCj, R||∑wjCj .

The main idea behind the presented approach to build large neighborhoods
is to start with a rather simple basic neighborhood N1 and to build a new
large neighborhood N2 by allowing combinations of operators from the neigh-
borhood N1. To be able to evaluate the neighborhood N2, only combinations
of operators which are somehow independent, are allowed. The presented ap-
proach to build the large neighborhood is general in the sense that it can be
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applied to all basic neighborhoods N1 which fulfill some stated properties.
These properties and the proposed construction of the neighborhood N2 are
given in the following.

The basic neighborhoods N1 has to consist of operators op(i, j) which operate
on pairs (i, j) of different machines (i.e. i �= j). Hence, N1 contains up to
1
2
m(m − 1) neighbors. The operators have to fulfill the following properties:

• the change resulting from an operation op(i, j) for a fixed pair i �= j is only
dependent on the given schedules on the two machines i and j and has only
effects on the machines i and j.

• the operator is symmetric, i.e. the assignments A′ := op(i, j)(A) and A′′ :=
op(j, i)(A) are equal

We now define two operators op(i1, i2) and op(i3, i4) to be independent if ij �= ik
for j �= k; i.e. the two machine pairs are disjoint. The first property guaran-
tees that for a set of pairwise independent operators it does not matter in
which sequence these operations are applied to a given solution. Furthermore,
since the objective function

∑
wjCj splits up in m separate parts for the m

machines, the first property also guarantees that for a set of pairwise indepen-
dent operators the change in the objective value is additive. More precisely, if
we apply a set of pairwise independent operators op(i1, j1), . . . , op(ik, jk) to a
solution A the resulting change in the objective value is given by

f(op(ik, jk)(. . . (op(i1, j1)(A)) . . .) − f(A) =
k∑

l=1

δil,jl
(A)

whereby δij(A) := f(op(i, j)(A))−f(A) denotes the objective change resulting
from the application of op(i, j) to assignment A.

All basic neighborhoods N1 fulfilling the above properties form the base to
design an (in m) exponential neighborhood N2. The neighborhood N2 of an
assignment A consists of all assignments received by applying a set of pair-
wise independent operators to the assignment A. In the following we treat
the neighborhood N1 in more detail. We describe how a best neighbor in
this neighborhood can be obtained and give some bound on the size of the
neighborhood.

The operators of the neighborhood N2 can be represented by matchings. To
achieve this, we consider the following weighted graph G(A) = (V, E, c(A)),
where

• the vertex set V contains a vertex for each machine (i.e. there are m ver-
tices).

• an edge e = (i, j) ∈ E (i �= j) represents the operator op(i, j) (and due to
the above symmetry property also the operator op(j, i))
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• an edge e = (i, j) gets a weight c(A)ij = δi,j(A) representing the change in
the objective value resulting from applying the operator op(i, j) to assign-
ment A.

The weights of the graph can be calculated by applying the operator op(i, j)
for every pair of machines i, j with i < j to assignment A; i.e. the complexity
of building up the graph is 1

2
m(m− 1) times the complexity of evaluating the

effects of a single operator op(i, j).

A matching M in this graph is given by a subset of edges M ⊆ E, such that
no two edges have a vertex in common. Therefore, each matching corresponds
to a set of pairwise independent operators of N1 and, thus, to an operator of
N2 and vice versa. Furthermore, the weight w(M) of a matching M is given
by the sum of the weights of all edges present in the matching, i.e.

w(M) :=
∑

ij∈M

c(A)ij =
∑

ij∈M

δij(A).

Again, this weight w(M) is equal to the change in the objective value result-
ing from applying the operator of N2 belonging to the matching M . Hence,
we can determine the best neighbor of a solution A in neighborhood N2 by
calculating a maximum weighted matching M in the graph G(A). Observe,
that the structure of the graph G(A) is independent of the solution A but the
weights heavily depend on it.

Determining a maximum weighted matching in a general graph with |V | ver-
tices and |E| edges can be done in different ways. There exists a O (|V |3)-
algorithm from Gabow [3] and Lawler [6] extending the work of Edmonds [2].
Using this algorithm, the best neighbor in N2 can be determined in O (m3).

In order to give bounds on the number of neighbors of a solution A in the
neighborhood N2, we have to give a bound on the number Mm of different
matchings in a complete graph Km with m vertices:

• the number M∗
m of maximal cardinality matchings in Km is given by

M∗
m =

m!

l!2l
≥
(√

m

2

)m

,

where l := 	m
2



• a matching of size k ≤ 	m
2

 in Km exists of m − 2k isolated vertices and a

complete subgraph of size 2k with a maximal cardinality matching. There-
fore, the number Mk

m of matchings of size k in Km is given by

Mk
m =

⎛
⎜⎝ m

m − 2k

⎞
⎟⎠ · M∗

2k =

⎛
⎜⎝ m

2k

⎞
⎟⎠ · M∗

2k.
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• summing this up for every k yields

Mm =
l∑

k=0

⎛
⎜⎝ m

2k

⎞
⎟⎠ · (2k)!

k!2k
=

l∑
k=0

m!

k!(m − 2k)! · 2k

≥
l∑

k=0

⎛
⎜⎝m

k

⎞
⎟⎠
(

m − 2k + 1

2

)k

≥ 1

2

√
2m

Summarizing, the neighborhood N2 consists of an (in m) exponential number
of neighbors, whereby each neighbor represents the results achieved from ap-
plying a set of independent operators of the basic neighborhood N1, and is
efficiently searchable. In the following we introduce some examples for the ba-
sis neighborhood N1, which fulfill the stated properties for this neighborhood.

3.1 Move Neighborhood

A first example of a basis neighborhood N1 is built up using move operators
opmove(i, j). Hereby, opmove(i, j) considers the machines i and j of the given
assignment A and moves exactly one job between these two machines in such
a way that the change in the objective value is best possible. Obviously, these
operators fulfill the stated property for the basic neighborhood N1. It remains
to describe how these operators opmove(i, j) can be realized efficiently.

In principle, an operator opmove(i, j) represents a best possible move in a neigh-
borhood consisting of operators move(k, l), that reassign job k to machine l,
where

• for k only jobs currently assigned to machine i or j are allowed,
• for l only the machines i and j are allowed and
• for l only the machine where k currently is not assigned to is allowed.

In the following we study the effects of a single operator move(k, l) and show
how on base of these results the effect of an operator opmove(i, j) can be cal-
culated.

In order to evaluate the effects of a move of job k from its machine A(k) to
the target machine l, denote by τ1 the position at which job k is scheduled on
machine A(k) w.r.t. assignment A and by τ2 the position at which job k has
to be inserted on machine l.

If job k is deleted from machine A(k), the completion times of the jobs
MA(k),τ1+1, . . . , MA(k),nA(k)

decrease by pk units. This lowers the objective value
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MA(k)

Ml

shift by pk units

Job k Job MA(k),τ1+1

shift by pk units

insert at position τ2

Job Ml,τ2

Fig. 1. move(k, l)(A)

by
δ1 =

(
WA(k),nA(k)

− WA(k),τ1

)
pk,

where Wik :=
k∑

l=1
wMil

. Inserting job k on the target machine l on position

τ2 increases the completion times of the jobs Ml,τ2 , . . . , Ml,nl
by pk units and

raises the objective value by

δ2 = (Wl,nl
− Wl,τ2−1) pk

(see Figure 1 for an illustration).

Taking into account the change in completion time of job k, the overall change
in the objective value δA

move(k,l) := f(A) − f(move(k, l)(A)) resulting from an
application of move(k, l) to solution A is given by

δA
move(k,l) = δ1 − δ2 + wk

(
Ck − pk − CMl,τ2−1

)
(3)

Thus, if the values Wik and the positions τ1 and τ2 are known, δA
move(k,l) can

be calculated in O(1).

For the operator opmove(i, j) we now have to find the best move of a job
between the two machines i and j. This can be achieved by evaluating all moves
move(k, j) for jobs k with A(k) = i and all moves move(k, i) for jobs k with
A(k) = j. Since in a preprocessing, the relevant Wik-values and the relevant
positions τ1 and τ2 can be calculated in O(ni + nj), the overall complexity to
evaluate the operator opmove(i, j) is O(ni + nj). For the neighborhood N2 we
have to evaluate all operators opmove(i, j) with i < j to build up the graph
G(A). This can be realized in O(nm).

The neighborhood N2 contains an in m exponential number of neighbors. Each
of these neighbors again dominates a certain number of neighbors w.r.t. the
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neighborhood defined by move(k, l) operators (we call this neighborhood N0).
More precisely, consider a matching M containing the edges (i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk)
in G(A). This matching corresponds to an assignment A′ with

A′ = opmove(i1, j1) ◦ opmove(i2, j2) ◦ · · · ◦ opmove(ik, jk)(A).

Each edge (il, jl) can be understood as an operator opmove(il, jl) applied to
assignment A. Observe, that opmove(il, jl) dominates nil + njl

operators in
the neighborhood N0. Therefore, the considered matching M using operator
opmove(il, jl) for each edge (il, jl) represents the best solution in a neighborhood
of size

∏k
l=1(nil + njl

). In contrast to this, neighborhood N1 (i.e. move a job
between a pair of machines) contains only 1

2
m(m − 1) neighbors, where each

neighbor represents the best solution in a neighborhood of size ni + nj .

3.2 Combining several moves

Another example for a basis neighborhood N1 can be received by not only
moving one job from a machine to another, but swapping two jobs between
a pair of machines. Of course, this can be generalized by allowing a fixed
amount of moves between a pair of machines in one step. In the next part we
introduce the foundations for this idea. We develop an important technique to
combine several move-operators to exchange several jobs between machines ls
and lt, where ls and lt are fixed. A general method is introduced to calculate
the effects to the objective value of such combined operators.

We consider an assignment A1 that is received from an assignment A by apply-
ing several move operations. We are interested in which situations the values
δA
move(k,lt)

can still be used to calculate the objective change resulting from

applying move(k, lt to assignment A1. Recall, that the values δA
move(k,lt)

denote
the change in the objective value by moving job k to machine lt in assignment
A. Clearly, it makes only sense to consider the case that job k is still assigned
in A1 to the same machines as in A, i.e. we restrict to assignments A1 in which
job k is processed by the same machine as in assignment A.

Let job k be a job that is processed by machine ls := A(k) in assignment A
and in assignment A1. Denote with τ1 the position of job k on machine ls in
assignment A, i.e. k = MA

ls,τ1
. By emanating from assignment A to assignment

A1, the position of job k on it’s machine may have changed due to insertions
and deletions of jobs scheduled on machine ls prior to job k. Therefore, we
have a possibly different value τ ′

1 describing the position of job k on machine
ls in assignment A1. The change in completion time of job k by going from
assignment A to A1 is given by

ΔCls := CA1
k − CA

k . (4)
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A

A1

Mlt

Mls

Mlt

Mls

Job k

Job Ml,τ2

Job k

Job Ml,τ2′

shifted by ΔCls

ΔWlt

weight difference ΔWls

shifted by ΔClt

Fig. 2. combine several moves

Furthermore, by going from assignment A to A1, insertions and deletions may
have happened on machine ls after job k’s processing. This also influences
a move of job k to machine lt in assignment A1. In order to take this into
account, we define the value ΔWls to denote the change of weight on machine
ls after job k. The value ΔWls calculates as

ΔWls := W A1
ls,nls

− W A1

ls,τ ′
1
− W A

ls,nls
+ W A

ls,τ1
. (5)

Next, we concentrate on the target machine lt. To calculate the effect of moving
job k to machine lt we need to know the starting time of the job scheduled
at the insert position. We denote with τ2 and τ ′

2 the insert positions of job k
on machine lt in assignment A resp. A1. Again, the starting time of the job
scheduled at the insert position may have changed in assignment A1 as well as
the job scheduled at this position. Hence, we define the value ΔClt describing
this change as

ΔClt := SA1

M
A1
lt,τ ′

2

− SA
MA

lt,τ2

. (6)

Of course, changes to the weights of the jobs following MA
lt,τ2 and MA1

lt,τ ′
2

on

machine lt have also to be taken into account. For this we define the value
ΔWlt for the target machine similar to ΔWls for the source machine to be

ΔWlt := W A1
lt,nlt

− W A1

lt,τ ′
2−1 − W A

lt,nlt
+ W A

lt,τ2−1. (7)

For an illustration of the situation see Figure 2. The assignments A and A1 are
shown as well as job k and the prior described effects influencing the change
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in the objective value. With the help of the values defined in Equations (4),
(5), (6), (7) we can state the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Let assignments A and A1 be given with the above mentioned prop-
erties, let k be a job scheduled on machine ls in assignment A and A1, and let
lt be the designated target machine. Then

δA1

move(k,lt)
= δA

move(k,lt) + wk(ΔClt − ΔCls) + pk(ΔWls − ΔWlt).

PROOF.

δA1

move(k,lt)
= (W A1

ls,nls
− W A1

ls,τ ′
1
)pk −

(W A1
lt,nlt

− W A1

lt,τ ′
2−1)pk +

(CA1
k − pk − SA1

M
A1
lt,τ ′

2

)wk

= (ΔWls + W A
ls,nls

− W A
ls,τ1

)pk −
(ΔWlt + W A

lt,nlt
− W A

lt,τ2−1)pk +

(ΔCls + CA
k − pk − ΔClt + SA

MA
lt,τ2

)wk

= δA
move(k,lt) + wk(ΔCls − ΔClt) + pk(ΔWls − ΔWlt). �

Lemma 1 is the base of combining several move operators by using the additive
term of the lemma to adapt the values δmove(k,lt). In the next two subsections,
we give examples of possible combinations of move operators. The combined
move operators then again can be used to build an exponential neighborhood
that can be explored by the matching method.

3.2.1 Swap Neighborhood

The second example of a basis neighborhood N1 is built up using swap oper-
ators opswap(i, j). Hereby, opswap(i, j) is a combination of two move operators,
which considers the machines i and j of the given assignment A and moves
exactly one job from machine i to j and one job from machine j to i. This
is done in such a way that the change in the objective value is best possible.
Obviously, these operators again fulfill the stated property for the basic neigh-
borhood N1. In the following we describe how these operators opswap(i, j) can
be realized efficiently. Hereby, amongst other things, Lemma 1 will be used.

The operator opswap(i, j) represents a best possible neighbor in a neighborhood
consisting of operators swap(l, k) on two jobs l and k, that reassign job l to
machine A(k) and job k to machine A(l), where A(l) �= A(k). We study the
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insert at τ2

insert at τ1

MA(l)

Job l
pl units (pk − pl) units

MA(k)

Job MA(k),τ1

Job MA(l),τ2

Job k
pl units (pl − pk) units

Fig. 3. swap(l, k)(A)

effects of a single operator swap(l, k) and show how on base of these results
the effect of an operator opswap(i, j) can be calculated.

The operator swap(l, k) consists of two move operators move(l, A(k)) and
move(k, A(l)), i.e. swap(l, k)(A) = move(k, A(l))(move(l, A(k))(A)), see Fig-
ure 3 for an illustration of the swap operator. For sake of simplicity we assume
that job l is of higher priority than job k, i.e. Smith’s ratio for job l and k
satisfies

wl

pl
≥ wk

pk
.

In oder to examine the swap operator we make use of Lemma 1. We define
assignment A1 as the assignment that arises from A by moving job l from
machine A(l) to A(k), i.e. A1 := move(l, A(k))(A). Then swap(l, k)(A) =
move(k, A(l))(A1).

It remains to express the value δA1

move(k,A(l)) in relation to δA
move(k,A(l)). The

assignments A and A1 differ only by job l, which in assignment A1 is processed
by machine A(k). Hence, the starting times of all jobs following job l on
machine A(l) have decreased by pl time units. Because of this, the starting
time of the job that is scheduled at job k’s insert position on machine A(l) has
also decreased by pl time units. Thus, for Equation (6) we receive ΔClt = −pl.

Additionally, job l has been inserted on machine A(k). Therefore, all jobs fol-
lowing job l on machine A(k) start pl time units later, resulting in an increase
of job k’s starting time by pl time units. This causes for Equation (4) that
ΔCls = pl.

Job l has a higher priority than job k. Hence, there are no other influences
in A1 on the jobs following job k on machine A(k) and the jobs following job
k’s insert position on machine A(l). From this follows, that with Equation (5)
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and (7) we receive ΔWls = 0 and ΔWlt = 0. With Lemma 1 we can conclude,
that

δA1

move(k,A(l)) = δA
move(k,A(l)) + 2wkpl.

Summarizing, the change in the objective value by applying the swap operator
swap(l, k) with l < k on assignment A calculates as

δA
swap(l,k) := δA

move(l,A(k)) + δA
move(k,A(l)) + 2wkpl. (8)

Thus, if the values δA
move(l,A(k)) and δA

move(k,A(l)) are known in advance, δA
swap(l,k)

can be calculated in O(1).

For the operator opswap(i, j) we now have to find the best exchange of jobs from
machine i and j. If by a preprocessing the values δA

move(k,j)) and δA
move(l,i)) are

known, the overall complexity of opswap(i, j) is O(ninj). For the neighborhood
N2 we have to evaluate all operators opswap(i, j) with i < j to build up the
graph G(A). This can be realized in O(n2).

The neighborhood N2 contains an in m exponential number of neighbors.
Each of these neighbors again dominates a certain number of neighbors w.r.t.
the neighborhood defined by the swap operators (we again call this neigh-
borhood N0). More precisely, consider a matching M containing the edges
(i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk) in G(A). This matching corresponds to an assignment A′

with
A′ = opmove(i1, j1) ◦ opmove(i2, j2) ◦ · · · ◦ opmove(ik, jk)(A).

Each edge (il, jl) can be understood as an operator opswap(il, jl) applied
to assignment A. Observe, that opswap(il, jl) dominates nilnjl

operators in
the neighborhood N0. Therefore, the considered matching M using operator
opswap(il, jl) for each edge (il, jl) represents the best solution in a neighbor-
hood of size

∏k
l=1(nilnjl

). In contrast to this, neighborhood N1 (i.e. swap a
pair of jobs between a pair of machines) contains only 1

2
m(m − 1) neighbors,

where each neighbor represents a best solution in a neighborhood of size ninj .

3.2.2 α − move Neighborhood

The ideas of the move and swap operators now is generalized with the help of
Lemma 1. This generalization leads to another basis neighborhood N1 built
up using α − move operators opα−move(i, j). Hereby, opα−move(i, j) considers
the machines i and j of the given assignment A and moves up to α jobs
between machines i and j. This is done in such a way that the change in
the objective value is best possible. These operators are defined such that the
stated properties for the basic neighborhood N1 are fulfilled. It remains to
describe how these operators opα−move(i, j) can be realized efficiently.

An operator opα−move(i, j) represents a best possible move of up to α jobs
between machines i and j. In the following we define a single operator that
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Fig. 4. α − move(. . .)

moves exactly α jobs between machines i and j and study the effects. For
this we consider the fixed pair of machines i and j and only jobs k that are
processed by one of these machines, i.e. A(k) = i or A(k) = j. Moreover, by
A(k) we denote the machine that job k is not assigned to, i.e.

A(k) =

⎧⎨
⎩i if A(k) = j,

j if A(k) = i.

This allows to simplify the definition of the operator move such that
move(k)(A) := move(k, A(k))(A). For a fixed α we examine now a combi-
nation of moves

α − move(k1, . . . , kα)(A) := move(kα) ◦ move(kα−1) ◦ . . . ◦ move(k1)(A),

where k1 < k2 < . . . < kα, i.e. job kr has a higher priority than job kr+1 for
r = 1, . . . , α − 1.

At first we consider the assignment

A2 := move(k2) ◦ move(k1)(A).

Due to Lemma 1 and a similar argumentation used in Section 3.2.1 for eval-
uating a swap, the difference of the objective values of assignments A and A2

can be calculated by

f(A2) − f(A) = δA
move(k1,A(k1))

+

δA
move(k2,A(k2))

+ 2wk2pk1Δk2,k1.
(9)

Hereby, Δks,kt = 1 if job kt and ks are assigned to different machines in A and
conversely, Δks,kt = −1 if job kt is assigned to the same machine as job ks,
i.e.:

Δks,kt :=

⎧⎨
⎩1 if A(ks) �= A(kt),

−1 if A(ks) = A(kt).

This generalizes to the following lemma.

14



Lemma 2 Let A′ := α − move(k1, . . . , kα)(A). The change in the objective
value δA

α−move(k1,...,kα) = f(A) − f(A′) calculates as

δA
α−move(k1,...,kα) =

α∑
u=1

δA
move(ku,A(ku))

+

α∑
u=1

2wku

u−1∑
v=1

Δku,kvpkv .

(10)

PROOF. Consider for a fixed l with 1 < l ≤ α the assignment

Al−1 := move(kl−1) ◦ . . . ◦ move(k1)(A)

and Al := move(kl)(Al−1). We claim, that

f(A) − f(Al) =
l∑

u=1

δA
move(ku,A(ku))

+
l∑

u=1

2wku

u−1∑
v=1

Δku,kvpkv . (11)

For l = 2, Equation (11) and (9) are identical. Suppose, that

f(A) − f(Al−1) =
l−1∑
u=1

δA
move(ku,A(ku))

+
l−1∑
u=1

2wku

u−1∑
v=1

Δku,kvpkv

holds. Now we prove, that the formula also holds for l. Every job of k1, . . . , kl−1

that is processed on machine A(kl) in assignment A, is moved to machine
A(kl). Every job of k1, . . . , kl−1 that is processed on machine A(kl) in assign-
ment A is moved to the machine on which job kl is processed.

If a job of k1, . . . , kl−1 is moved onto the machine of job kl, it is inserted
before job kl because kl > kr for r = 1, . . . , l − 1. Additionally, job kl will be
moved to a position on machine A(kl) after the insert positions of all other
jobs k1, . . . , kl−1 that are moved to machine A(kl).

Hence, the processing order on machine A(kl) is not changed in Al−1 onwards
from job kl and the processing order on machine A(kl) is not changed in Al−1

onwards from the insert position of job kl on machine A(kl)). Additionally,
the starting time of job kl in the schedule belonging to assignment Al−1 differs
from the starting time in the schedule belonging to assignment A by

S
Al−1

kl
= SA

kl
+

l−1∑
v=1

Δkl,kvpkv .

By using Lemma 1 we know, that

f(A) − f(Al) = f(A) − f(Al−1) + δA
move(kl ,A(kl))

+ 2wkl

l−1∑
v=1

Δkl,jvpkv
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holds, and formula (11) for Al follows. �

The calculation of value δA
α−move(k1,...,kα) with (10) needs in the worst-case a

running time of O (α2), if the values δA
move(ku,A(ku))

are known in advance.

For the operator opα−move(i, j) we now have to find the best move of up to
α jobs between machines i and j. To do so, denote with Mi ∪ Mj the set of
jobs processed by machine i or j. For every β with 1 ≤ β ≤ α we have to
calculate for every possible subset {k1, . . . , kβ} ⊆ Mi ∪ Mj of size β the value
δA
β−move(k1,...,kβ) to determine the best move of up to α jobs between machines

i and j. If by a preprocessing the values δA
move(ku,A(ku))

are known, the overall

complexity of opα−move(i, j) is O (α2(ni1 + ni2)
α). For the neighborhood N2 we

have to evaluate all operators opα−move(i, j) with i < j to build up the graph
G(A). This can be realized in O(α2m2nα). Thus, for constant values of α the
neighborhood N2 can be evaluated in polynomial time.

The best neighbor in a neighborhood consisting of α−move operators working
on machines i and j dominates

(
ni + nj

α

)

neighbors. This means, that the operator opα−move(i, j) retrieves the best so-
lution out of

α∑
β=1

(
ni + nj

β

)

solutions contained in the neighborhood N0 consisting of operators β −move
with 1 ≤ β ≤ α.

Consider a matching M containing the edges (i1, j1), . . . , (ik, jk) in G(A). This
matching is contained in the neighborhood N2 of up to (in m) exponential
size. Each edge (il, jl) corresponds to an operator opα−move(il, jl). Therefore,
the considered matching M using operator opα−move(il, jl) for each edge (il, jl)
represents the best solution in a neighborhood of size

k∏
l=1

⎛
⎝ α∑

β=1

(
nil + njl

β

)⎞⎠ .

In contrast to this, the neighborhood N1 consisting of opα−move(i, j) for 1 ≤
i, j ≤ m and i �= j contains only 1

2
m(m − 1) neighbors, where each neighbor

represents the best solution in a neighborhood of size
∑α

β=1

(
ni+nj

β

)
.
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4 Concluding remarks

We have presented a general approach to build up a neighborhood of up to
exponential size out of a smaller basic neighborhood. This approach is applied
using different basic neighborhoods. In further research we will examine, how
the approach performs regarding quality and solution time in comparison to
the basic neighborhoods and which type of basic neighborhoods lead to best
results.
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